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Space Marshals at the Black Heart of the Galaxy!
We live in refined times. We are all jaded adults quick to ridicule the unrealistic, the out-
dated, the campy. Not tonight. For the space of one game, let’s have some fun and en-
joy outmoded morality and a complete lack of realism. Turn your filters off as I present to 
you a world birthed before we hardened ourselves with modern incredulity—a world nur-
tured on unlimited suspension of disbelief. A game of space opera. 
  Bug-eyed monsters. Ray guns. Inter-stellar travel and travail that not only breaks 
the rules of relativity but is completely ignorant of it. This is the galaxy that you seek—
but, more than that, a black-and-white world where heroes can unabashedly believe 
that the world's problems can be solved with two fists and a fully charged ray gun, vil-
lains can be mustache-twirlingly bad without any good reason, women can swoon with-
out a lifetime of embarrassment, and anti-heroes are rarer than anti-matter. Depending 
on your credulity and your play style, this can be ether taken at face value or set into 
ironic relief against our real world and its shades of gray.   
 Specifically, players will take on the role of Space Marshals: the defenders of the 
space-ways. Those who have read “Four Kings,” the first playset included with the Car-
tomancy roleplaying game, will recognize that these servants of the Galactic Congress 
have been introduced in a variant of that adventure. If you wish, you can play through a 
Star Marshal version of “Four Kings” before embarking on this adventure—they dovetail 
perfectly well—but this is not required.   
 First, a quick schematic: immediately following this paragraph you will see a pas-
sage titled The Marshals; this is intended to give you a better idea of what sort of pro-
tagonists the players should imagine and how they will fit together. Next, you will see 
the Rocket Science section, which not only gives rules that will allow your brave Space 
Marshals to do more with Rocket Ship 7, their justice-carrying spacecraft, than taxi from 
one scene to another, but also provides rules for creating craft from motorcycles to pi-
rate frigates in any Cartomancy setting. Finally, you will find with the four scenes that 
constitute the actual adventure wherein clever members of the Space Marshals will find 
investigations, ray-gun battles, and a fresh peace treaty with lasting effects throughout 
the sector, and wherein incompetent or unlucky marshals will be caught up in a galactic 
war before emerging into the cold grave of space.  

The Marshals
All protagonists must be members of the Star Marshals, the enforcers of galactic law. 
This, however, should not imply that all are the same. Many will be white hat heroes, 
square-jawed men and beautiful women that seem to be simultaneously expert at 
physics, navigation, brawling and anything else that comes up. These sorts were cap-
tains of their hometown's atomic football team as well as hero-veterans of the Second 
Galactic War. The second type are specialists, generally scientists, who are masters of 
spouting technological jargon coated in down-home analogies. Blue-collared techni-
cians who work on stardrive energizers like they were corroded spark-plugs also can fit 
into this category. These positions are generally staffed by humans or by aliens that are 
effectively humans with odd haircuts. Stranger aliens and robots round out a crew and 
should not shy from being two dimensional. Remember, all non-human cultures can be 
boiled down to one or two vague descriptors like warlike, intelligent, or honorable. The 
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last descriptive touch should be a title: not all characters require a special term of ad-
dress, but almost all human males and most others should have a title. Any military rank 
(Captain is the most common, but Colonel, Chief, Cadet, Commander, Lieutenant and 
the like can add some flavor) can make a drab character sound heroic, and Dr. or Pro-
fessor can change inane statements into the raw language of Science. Blue-collar sorts 
my want to go with Mr., Miss, or the like, while the radically non-human may have feudal 
titles or something stranger. 
 This adventure is designed around 3-7 characters with a 7 card draw. Note that a 
7 protagonist party is more than twice as powerful as a 3 hero party. Very large and very 
small groups may need a little more handicapping than the scenario provides, depend-
ing on skill level. This is a difficult scenario meant to give victorious groups a sense of 
accomplishment, and although you should not make it easy, per se, the Dealer can and 
should use attaboy chips and control of obstacle actions to compensate for a bad deal 
or misplayed hand. One last thing: the Space Opera genre often revolves around one 
superior hero (how many people remember the names of Buck Rogers' or Flash Gor-
don’s companions?) and dealers may want to simulate this by giving the group leader a 
larger draw. If your group takes this option, the dealer must take care to prevent other 
players from getting envious.  
  
Rocket Science
Heroes of any genre need a way to travel through the narrative in style. Whether it be a 
triple-decked ship of the line ready for the Spanish Main or a souped up police special 
ready for the post-apocalyptic wasteland, you need a ride. In a Space Marshals game 
this ride will be Rocket Ship 7, a gleaming cylinder festooned with graceful curves, laser 
canons, and a well-stocked bar. This section will give you rules for creating and playing 
with vehicles in general and Rocket Ship 7 in specific. 
 The game representation of a vehicle holds similarities to obstacles and protago-
nists; that is, it is simulated with a seres of powers collected under a common heading 
and bound together with health tokens. There are three major rules that differentiate be-
tween vehicles and most obstacles. First, vehicles cannot act on their own; a protago-
nist or handed obstacle must play a card for the ship to activate its powers. Second, a 
vehicle has an inside and an outside. Only those inside a ship may play cards to acti-
vate its powers and play spades to defend it. Characters inside the vehicle may use 
their own powers, but these powers may not affect those outside and vice versa. Third, 
a character may cross from inside the ship to outside, but if he has no allies on board he 
must first launch a successful strike against the ship. Finally each system (suit) on a 
ship may only be used for an action once per turn. So clubs could be used as a strike or 
to power an ability on one turn, but two characters could not both use clubs to affect 
those outside the vessel. This resets on the dealer’s turn.  
 For example if Tom and Dick are inside Rocket Ship 12 while Harry is outside, 
Harry is incapable of using any of the ship’s abilities and cannot affect Tom or Dick di-
rectly (with, for example the Heal power or a strike). All three can use their personal 
abilities to affect the ship (i.e., if Harry used Heal he could gain health and Rocket Ship 
12 could gain back health—but not Tom or Dick).  Tom can use his own powers versus 
Dick and the ship and the ship’s powers against Harry. Should Harry wish to board the 
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ship versus the belligerent pair, he would have to make a strike that neither of the pas-
sengers blocked before he would have the option of moving inside.  
 To build Rocket Ship 7, jot down the basics like a you would a character.  Rocket 
Ship 7 takes 3 hits to defeat and has a maximum of 10 passengers and crew. Then pick 
3 powers from the regular protagonist list; as always these should be deconflicted with 
the rest of the party to prevent unnecessary redundancy, but remember that the ship will 
sometimes be docked and the entire party disembarked for some scenes, so the ship 
should not be relied on for critical abilities. Last, assign a couple of quirks that make her 
a little more interesting—one per protagonist should be about right. These should not 
have a game manifestation but are instead part of the story and setting; perhaps she 
contains the captain’s collection of Old Earth jazz records, she is called “Nock-
Dar” (“World Killer” in the Quinor language), or she runs on an experimental fuel that 
only her engineer knows how to cultivate.  
 A ship that loses all its health tokens is disabled and cannot use any powers. 
Characters need not make strikes in order to board, and any successful attacks versus 
the vessel will damage all aboard as control panels explode and the set rocks back and 
forth. Rocket Ship 12 (sister ship to the protagonists’ own customized ride, and the 
command vessel of the solar sheriff), which you will be meeting later, is presented here 
as an example.  
  
Rocket Ship 12
 Vehicle (Max 10 passengers and crew) 
 3 hits to defeat 
 Tractor Beam [thievery]: Swap ♦ for any face-up card, or swap ♦ for a hidden card 
(draw randomly). You cannot swap a card used to represent a non-face value obstacle. 
Everything else--kitties, draw decks, discard piles, hands, face-value obstacles, and 
even cards denoting power effects--are fair game.  
 Twin Lasers [Double Tap]: Play along with a strike of any suit and value. Make a 
♣# attack in addition to the primary attack. Both attacks need not target the same ob-
stacle.  
 Richard the Repair Robot [Heal]: Add ♥# of health tokens to the party. Distribute 
them among protagonists (and the Ship) however you wish. No one may be healed 
above their starting number. 

Scene 1: Enter the Black Ace
Give the players a chance to describe what their protagonists would be doing on a long 
shipboard day—playing chess, drinking extra-planetary liquors, and heatedly discussing 
galactic politics with other crew-members are classics—before beginning the first com-
bat scene. Ideally players should have enough time to earn some ABCs—but not so 
much that the game languishes—before this call comes in from Space Martial Central 
Command: 

“Calling Rocket Ship 7, Calling Rocket Ship 7, Come in Rocket Ship 7...” The crew 
springs into action as the voice from the hyperlink continues: “Negotiations in the Vor 
system have been disrupted… Proceed to Vor Prime near the Quinor border to investi-
gate immediately... System Sheriff is already on scene... Priority AA1!” 
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Obstacles 

The Black Ace: 1 
 Handed Obstacle (Hand 3, Draw 2, Play 3. The Black Ace and all handed 
Quinors he shares a scene with add their hands together, although each individual ob-
stacle still plays cards separately. Thus if the Black Ace and two Quinor drones are in a 
scene, they begin with a 7 card hand with a four card draw: each would be able to play 
cards from this hand as normal.) 
 Instead of health tokens, represent The Black Ace with two face-down cards 
topped with the ace of spades (placed face up). In order to damage The Black Ace, an 
attack must equal or exceed the top card, doing so removes the top card. Should the 
top card be face down, flip it face up after the attacker has determined what card he is 
striking with. Removing the third card destroys The Black Ace. 
 Plasma Torpedoes: Play any ♠ or ♣ as a face-value plasma torpedo (see Plasma 
Torpedo obstacle entry below). 
 Field repairs: Play any ♦ face up on top of a Quinor Drone or The Black Ace. This 
becomes its top card for for the purposes of resisting and taking damage. This cannot 
take the target obstacle above three health cards.  

Quinor Drone: 1/2 # of protagonists 
 Handed Obstacle (Hand +2, Draw +1, Play +1; the Black Ace and all handed 
Quinors he shares a scene with add their hands together; each individual obstacle still 
plays cards separately. Thus, if the Black Ace and two Quinor drones are in a scene, 
they begin with a 7 card hand with a 4 card draw; each plays cards from this hand as 
normal.) 
 Instead of health tokens, represent the Quinor Drone with three face-down cards. 
In order to damage a Quinor Drone, an attack must equal or exceed the top card; doing 
so removes the top card. Should the top card be face down, flip it face up after the at-
tacker has determined what card he is striking with. Removing the third card destroys 
the Quinor Drone. 
 Plasma Torpedoes: Play any ♠ or ♣ as a face-value plasma torpedo (see Plasma 
Torpedo obstacle entry below). 

Plasma Torpedo: Special (see Black Ace and Quinor Drone above) 
 Face value (value of card played to create).  
 One hit to defeat. 
 Boom: A plasma torpedo only makes one attack, on the dealer’s turn immediately 
after it is created. This face-value strike may be defended against normally; regardless 
of whether it does damage or not, the Plasma Torpedo is destroyed.  
 Hoard: all Plasma Torpedoes form a hoard together. Should the last Torpedo be 
destroyed by their Boom power instead of being shot down by protagonists, all cards in 
the kitty are discarded.  

 Assuming that the protagonists dash off to the afore mentioned world of Vor 
Prime, they will be met on the outskirts of the system by what appears to be a Quinor 
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attack squadron! Deal out the Quinor Drones but don’t play the Black Ace yet. Remem-
ber that the Protagonists are inside of Rocket Ship 7 and must fight in accordance with 
the vehicle rules listed in the Rocket Science section. Should you have more than three 
protagonists, tell them that they have one rocket pack that will allow a single protagonist 
to leave the ship and fight independently; throw in another if you have more than 5 and 
one more if you have 7. Strapping on these space age marvels will take a full action, but 
afterwards the wearer of the pack may shift from inside to outside the ship like he was 
moving to block.  
 Given the option the Drones will fire Torpedoes instead of using laser canons to 
make direct strikes’ they do this in the hopes of distracting the marshals’ offensive at-
tacks. Their orders are actually just to delay Rocket Ship 7 while their employer makes 
his getaway, but the Marshals don’t know that. Of course that is not to say that they will 
shy away from destroying our heroes given the chance, just that cowardice is part of the 
job.  
 You should keep track of rounds (marked on dealer turns) and provide the follow-
ing events. On the second round inform the players that long-range sensors have 
picked up something similar to a Quinor fighter but with energy readings “off the charts” 
and moving fast. On the third round place The Black Ace in play and let loose with some 
cool powers, but then on the fourth round declare over the hyperlink: “We have done 
what we came for boys; until next time, Space Marshals!” And withdraw all Quinors from 
the table (leave torpedoes) as they blast off for sectors unknown. After the battle you 
can let any protagonist cut the deck to show a ten or better to realize that the voice on 
the hyperlink was strange—but not that of a Quinor. 
 If you are only playing this as a single session, then this is the last the party will 
see of The Black Ace. However, in a longer campaign he can keep showing up as a 
mysterious antagonist whose motives are never quite clear. Ideally he will eventually be 
revealed to be one of the protagonists’ brothers, mothers, evil universe selves, former 
partners or clones. You may even find a (convoluted) way that he has actually helped 
out the party with these recurring space battles. The possibilities are as vast as space 
itself! 

Scene 2: Vor Prime
Before the jets of Rocket Ship 7 have cooled, you are whisked to the council chambers, 
where a secret meeting is in progress between empires. On one side a tyrannical 
Quinor megabrain sits. Across the meeting table and a lightyear-wide ethical divide sits 
a human System Sheriff, the negotiator for the peace-loving Galactic Congress. Be-
tween sits the Vor ambassador whose decision at this council will make a permanent 
alliance with one of the great powers at the table. But the talks have been disrupted: the 
illustrious Vor’s own daughter has been stolen from this very compound! It’s up to the 
Space Marshals to decide who is responsible, as-well as assure the fate of galactic 
peace.  

Obstacles 

The Council Chambers: 1 
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 Exotic Obstacle (Place 3 cards in a face-down pile and shuffle. Whenever a strike 
is made against this obstacle, reveal the top card. If the strike is of equal or higher val-
ue, then this card is removed and you should read one of the following quotes. Should 
the strike be insufficient to remove the top card, then make an immediate strike at face 
value versus the protagonist and re-shuffle the cards face down.) 
 Remove The Council Chambers when the last card is drawn.  
 Quinor Logs: An examination of the Quinor’s notes reveal that his government 
has deployed a war fleet to his section of the border. The kidnaping could be preliminary 
to invasion! 
 The Sheriff’s Logs: It is obvious form the Sheriff’s notes that the negotiations 
have been going poorly. The last missive from the Galactic Congress threatens to re-
move him from his position if things don’t turn around! He may have kidnaped the girl to 
stalemate the negotiations. 
 The Vor’s Logs: The Vor’s mind has not been on the negotiations. His daughter 
has been seeing someone without telling him, and the Vor has become increasingly en-
raged. He may have abducted his own daughter to keep her away from the stranger. 
  
The Girl’s Quarters: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Place 3 cards in a face-down pile and shuffle. Whenever a strike 
is made against this obstacle, reveal the top card. If the strike is of equal or higher val-
ue, then this card is removed and you should read one of the following quotes. Should 
the strike be insufficient to remove the top card, then make an immediate strike at face 
value versus the protagonist and re-shuffle the cards face down.) 
 Remove The Girl’s Quarters when the last card is drawn.  
 The Quinor’s note: Disgusting! It’s a love note from the Quinor Mega brain! He 
may have kidnaped the poor girl to satisfy his alien desires! 
 The Com-link: The girl’s com-link has been kicked under the bed and, more than 
that, it looks like some sort of acid was used to disable it and remove it from her wrist... 
It couldn't be done with any known technology — is this a new weapon? An unknown 
force? 
 The Vor’s Dagger: A dagger belonging to the Vor ambassador has been driven 
into his daughters dresser, a traditional Vor challenge. Could he have been so enraged 
with his own daughter as to have slain her in a duel?  

The Witnesses: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Place 3 cards in a face-down pile and shuffle. Whenever a strike 
is made against this obstacle, reveal the top card. If the strike is of equal or higher val-
ue, then this card is removed and you should read one of the following quotes. Should 
the strike be insufficient to remove the top card, then make an immediate strike at face 
value versus the protagonist and re-shuffle the cards face down.) 
 Remove The Witnesses when the last card is drawn.  
 The Black Ace: The dock-master reveals that the very same Quinor Attack 
squadron that delayed you docked here to receive instructions. He is not sure who they 
met with, but can it be a coincidence that Quinors tried to keep you away from interven-
ing with a Quinor negotiation? 
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 The Telepath: The telepath employed to keep the counsel chambers free from 
psychic intrusions failed to show up for work today. Upon further investigation he is 
found in his quarters locked in a perpetual nightmare! He screams about something, 
something terrifying, hailing from the depths of the galactic core. What could it mean?  
 The Barkeep: This is not the sort of establishment that a Star Sheriff and an am-
bassador's daughter should frequent, yet the the barkeep was not fooled by their cloaks. 
Secret liaisons? What is the Sheriff hiding?  

The Vor Ambassador: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Unlike most obstacles, the Ambassadors operate purely on sto-
ry logic. Should they be falsely accused, then use the appropriate defense from below 
and remove a health token from the accusing protagonist. Should a case with convinc-
ing evidence be brought, then end the scene appropriately.) 
 Keep this obstacle in play until the mystery is solved and the scene ends.  
 The Vor’s Dagger: Yes, I challenged my daughter, but not to a duel! I challenged 
her to finally let me meet this mysterious stranger she has been seeing. I am not such 
an ogre as to cast out my daughter over something like this! My people’s lore-master 
will confirm that that was the content of the challenge. 
 The Vor’s Logs: No, it is not so! I was relaxing by flying my solar yacht when this 
terrible thing happened. Navigation control can vouch for that! 
  
The Quinor Ambassador: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Unlike most obstacles, the Ambassadors operate purely on sto-
ry logic. Should they be falsely accused, then use the appropriate defense from below 
and remove a health token from the accusing protagonist. Should a case with convinc-
ing evidence be brought, then end the scene appropriately.) 
 Keep this obstacle in play until the mystery is solved and the scene ends.  
 The Black Ace: The Quinor laughs, “You have done us a great service by bloody-
ing the Black Ace. It is true that he and his Black Hole Squadron once served us, but 
now he is a rogue and a criminal. I do not know who he is working for, but he left with 
my personal guards chasing his heels.” In gratitude for the damage that the Space Mar-
shals caused the Black Ace, the Ambassador offers them the use of one drone that will 
fight for the party in the next space battle (use the drone stats from the first scene and 
nominate one protagonist to play its hand as well as his own). Do not remove a health 
token for the false accusation.  
 The Quinor’s Note: Unfortunately it seems that our information on the Vor was a 
few centuries out of date. I had thought that Vor culture required a mating ritual to seal 
negotiations, and I was seeking advantage in that arena. I was rather embarrassed to 
realize that that has not been the case for about a dozen generations. I have both the 
girl’s reply and my letter of apology if that will help. 

The Star Sharif: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Unlike most obstacles, the Ambassadors operate purely on sto-
ry logic. Should they be falsely accused, then use the appropriate defense from below 
and remove a health token from the accusing protagonist. Should a case with convinc-
ing evidence be brought, then end the scene appropriately.) 
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 Keep this obstacle in play until the mystery is solved and the scene ends.  
 The Sheriff’s Logs: Read when the clue Queen of ♥ is played: The Sheriff looks 
the be near tears. “It’s true, my performance has been pitiful, but I have none of what I 
need to accomplish this mission. I swear to you on my badge that I didn't to it, but if that 
is not enough, then you should know that I was aboard Rocket Ship 12 calibrating its 
sensors when all this happened;he ship’s logs will prove it. Speaking of Rocket Ship 
12…." The Sheriff offers the protagonists the use of his rocket ship in addition to their 
own should the investigation take them off-world. They can ether accept or refuse as 
they wish. 
 The Barkeep: I needed information regarding this world. The Congressional 
databanks have virtually nothing on the Vor, and she was helping me get that under-
standing. Now that you mention it, she seemed rather used to sneaking out of the com-
pound for our little exchanges, though. I have the notes from our encounters as proof.   

Suspect X: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Unlike most obstacles, the Ambassadors operate purely on sto-
ry logic. Should they be falsely accused, then use the appropriate defense from below 
and remove a health token from the accusing protagonist. Should a case with convinc-
ing evidence be brought, then end the scene appropriately.) 
 Keep this obstacle in play until the mystery is solved and the scene ends.  
 The Com-Link: All of the assembled ambassadors seem shocked at the partially 
dissolved com-link, and all insist that their governments have no weapons capable of 
causing such damage. The protests of the Quinor are loudest: “Get that away from me, 
human! It is stained with evil!” but he will say no more. What could cause such fear in a 
Quinor mega brain? 
 The Telepath: (This should only be triggered if the protagonists make a strong 
argument that the culprit is not any of the suspects they started with.) “I may know what 
has happened,” says the Quinor, his words quiet but clearly audible over the madman’s 
gibbering. “My race was old before humanity had descended from the trees, but what 
you seek may be far older. There are things that lurk among the dying stars at the cen-
ter of the galaxy. Things with motives darker than a black hole and minds deeper than 
its gravity well.” The Quinor provides the party with coordinates that would let them 
reach the closest of these beings. It seems the only option is to take the investigation to 
the galactic core! This ends the scene, and the next begins when they confront The 
Worm in the Galaxy’s Core! 

Special Rules 

Ambassadorial Impatience: Each round (including the first) in which the protagonists 
make no accusations, all protagonists lose one health token. This is marked on the 
dealer’s turn. Both this special damage and the more ordinary damage from obstacles 
represent the Ambassadors’ impatience with the bungling investigation of the Marshals, 
and each damage token brings them closer to taking the case out of the marshals’ 
hands and letting the culprit get away. Impatience damage can be healed normally. 
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Ok, so let’s take this one slowly. You will open the scene by reading the intro blurb and 
giving players a rundown of the scene’s mechanics and what each obstacle represents. 
You will need to place three stacks of cards to represent the different locations that can 
be searched and four objects (chess pieces or labeled 3X5 cards work well) to repre-
sent the possible suspects (The System Sheriff, Vor Ambassador, Quinor Mega-Brain, 
and one last one to represent anyone else they want to call out; we can call it Subject 
X). Protagonists gather information by making strikes against the three location obsta-
cles. They will receive clues from these strikes. Instead of a normal action, they can 
take an action to go to the Council Chamber and make an accusation. The ambas-
sadors are unwilling to entertain the Marshals unless they say they know who did it. It is 
quite likely that the Marshals will have to do this with false leads a couple of times be-
fore the truth emerges. At the end of any round that the Space Marshals fail to make an 
accusation, all party members lose one health token. 
 Once you get a good understanding of the scene’s mechanics and have familiar-
ized yourself with all the clues and defenses, everything else should be easy. Have fun 
acting out the different ambassadors, the honorable Vor, the imperious Quinor, and the 
overwrought human. Should your players ask for descriptions, have fun with that too: 
the Vor is a 7 foot tall blue viking, and descriptions of the Quinor should should make 
skin crawl (if you can’t think of anything, just have the Quinor kill and eat one of his 
aides; he is big "E" Evil after all.) 

Scene 3: The Worm in the Galactic Core
The gleaming cylinder of Rocket Ship 7’s hull floats free in the void. Inside, the coordi-
nates are checked and double checked—this is the place—could the crew have been 
duped by the Ambassador? Then the void itself splits as a mile-long mass of writhing 
tentacles and acidic skin enters the quadrant. Each crew member hears a booming 
voice within her own head: “Who disturbs my bliss! None of you shall survive this out-
rage!” Behind the world shattering voice, is it posable that there is a young woman's 
giggle? 

Obstacles 

Tentacle: # of protagonists minus 1 
 Face Value: Place 2 cards face down and one face up in a line stretching to-
wards the players. The tentacle attacks and defends with the value of the face-up card.   
 Three hits to defeat. After each hit, remove the face-up card and flip the next 
face-down card face up. 
 The Bonus of the Beast: The tentacles can only be damaged by cards of the suit 
of the revealed beast card (see The Beast, below). 

The Beast: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle: Shuffle one ace of each suit together and allow a player to pick 
one without looking.  Re-shuffle and pick again on each dealer turn. Tentacles can only 
be damaged by cards of the same suit as the revealed ace.  
 Indestructible 
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This is is a good old fashioned space ship versus giant monster encounter. Think of the 
old Captan Nemo vs the Squid scene—but with a lot less air and water. This battle uses 
Rocket Ship 7 and, if the protagonists played their cards right, Rocket Ship 12 as well 
as a friendly Quinor drone.  
 The enormous space worm attacks with its tentacles every round and is able to 
use its incredible psionic powers to defend itself against, almost, every form of attack. 
Each round its psychic shields will shift, most likely giving a new suit a chance to shine.  
 Spend some time getting artistic with the layout of the obstacles. Don’t make the 
3 card chains forming the tentacles straight: try and give them a little bit of organic wob-
ble so they really look like tentacles. You may want to lay the four cards of The Beast 
out together and suggest that they are four eyes through which he projects his powers, 
but one must rest each round.  
 When the protagonists succeed they get a bit of a booby prize: the enormous 
space monster eats them. Yep, them’s the breaks! Fortunately, the critter's gullet is 
where the ambassador’s daughter is being held. Cue the final scene, In the Belly of the 
Beast! 

Scene 4: In the Belly of the Beast 
Though the creature’s tentacles have been reduced to burnt stumps, it clearly has no 
knowledge of surrender. Between burning tentacles and watery psionic eyes appears a 
maw capable of enveloping the whole battlefield—and that’s just what it does! Normal 
men would now surrender, but the Space Marshals are no ordinary men! They plan to 
escape the belly of the beast! 

Obstacles 

Acid Flow: 2 
 Exotic Obstacle (Select at least twice as many cards as you have protagonists. 
Spread these face down on the table in the manner of Go Fish. Consider the acid flow 
to be an obstacle blocking for all behind it.) 
 Indestructible 
 Leap: Conventional strikes and powers are ineffective against Acid Flow. The 
only action that is relevant to it is leaping. A protagonist lays down a card as if it were a 
strike and then pulls any card from the Flow.  If the protagonist's card is equal to or 
higher than the revealed card, he is moved to the far side. Otherwise he loses a health 
token. 

Goo Goons: 2 X # of protagonists  
 Face value 2-Queen (dealt randomly).  
 One hit to defeat.  

Nerve Cluster: 1 
 Exotic Obstacle (Represent on the table with a non-card object. When attacked, 
cut the deck to generate a defense value. Cut separately for each attack.) 
 Three hits to defeat 
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 Brain Burn: This is the only attack that the Nerve Cluster may make. Cut the 
deck,  the revealed card is the value of the Nerve Cluster’s strike value. It may do this 
once per turn.  

The two Acid Flows divide this scene into thirds. Divide the Goo Goons who patrol the 
space worm’s gullet into equal halves. Place one half of the force in the same area that 
the protagonists start in. The other half deploys behind the first Acid Flow. Finally, place 
the Nerve Cluster past the final Acid Flow.  
 The scene ends when the Nerve Cluster is destroyed. It is possible, though un-
likely, that a lucky deal supporting the Ranged Attack power will make it unnecessary for 
the protagonists to actually move through any of the Flows. Let them have such a clever 
victory; this has been a hard scenario and they deserve some luck.  
 If the protagonists manage to mangle up the Nerve Cluster sufficiently for the 
worm to cry uncle, then the “kidnapped” young woman will come charging out of the 
depths of the worm to embrace the hacked apart cluster. “Stop hurting my boyfriend!” 
she cries. She will make it eminently clear that she has not been kidnapped and is quite 
happy living with a space entity capable of devouring worlds. “He is just so deep, you 
know? Like, he knows tons of stuff and he is really old—but still frisky, you know?”  
There are two major options remaining: either the party returns the girl, or they don’t. 
There is no single right answer to this. If they carry the girl back kicking her space 
boots, then the Ambassador will be pleased to have his daughter back but worried 
about her unhappiness. On the other hand, leaving her means that the Ambassador will 
be upset that he can’t see her but pleased that she is happy and safe. Give the players 
room for a good roleplaying solution. Why not ask the worm to propose on Vor Prime? 
One of the protagonists could try to woo her affections away from the worm (unlike the 
worm, she is shallow enough that this is absolutely possible). Have some fun and then 
decide how this resolution affects the balance of political power in this sector. Remem-
ber that you can leave some plot holes: in this setting what you need is a resolution that 
sounds emotionally satisfying, followed by by a joke that allows the camera to fade out 
on the crew laughing at their adventure—not a deep and detailed solution.   
 By the way, if you have a group of talented gamers that have blown through the 
first three scenes with nary a tear on their space suits, you can make this scene much 
harder by not replenishing their health tokens or cards (or, be ye more diabolical than a 
Quinor, neither cards nor health!) between the third and fourth scenes.  
 After resolving this scenario, there are still plenty of adventures to be had in the 
world of Space Marshals! Don’t forget that the Black Ace is out there, and if you think 
the Ambassador is angry about his daughter’s beau, then hold onto your hat when news 
of the romance reaches the worm’s family back in the galactic core! 
 Until our next exciting adventure, this is Galactic Control signing off!  
  
Replay or unplay
The preceding pages can be taken on two levels. One is the world of Space Marshals; 
the other is an underlying world of mechanics and human motive common to any set-
ting. There are a thousand different faces that you can put on this story, but we are go-
ing to offer you just one more, that of a Japanese style console RPG.  
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Each protagonist needs some sort of role that they can play up; sorcerers, ninjas, 
knights, thieves, elementalists, and gunfighters are all appropriate (the world of a JRPG 
needs neither a consistent technology basis nor a coherent culture). This makes no dif-
ference to mechanical play but can mean everything to role playing. The other key ten-
ant of JRPG character creation is that heroes must be ludicrously young for the task at 
hand. Teens and preteens with oversized weapons and gravity-defying iridescent hair 
should be the norm with one or two old folks (possibly as old as 25 or—gasp!—even 
older) thrown in.  
 The first scene begins with a school field trip, utilizing the village airship, where 
the protagonists are being generally juvenile and awaiting their epic destinies. When the 
Black Gremlins (Quinor Drones) come tearing through the air, the teachers run helpless 
and it becomes apparent that the protagonists must act to save the village! After the 
protagonists drive them away (Why did they run? What are they hiding?) the village el-
ders will share the secret that has hung over their brief childhoods: not only are they or-
phans but the ones foretold in prophecy! To make things worse, word has come from 
the palace that the princess is missing. All the portents are in place; they must go forth 
lest the world descend into inevitable darkness! 
 The second scene is by far the hardest to convert. You will have to ether write out 
conversions for all of the clues, translate them on the fly, or replace this scene with 
something easier, like attacking goblins. Assuming you keep the scene, the participants 
in the negotiations are replaced with The Dragon (who commands the mountain-
dwelling goblins and gremlins), The Knight Commander, and The King who must medi-
ate the dispute. Secret doors and hidden dialogue trees abound! When it becomes clear 
that the king’s daughter has been kidnaped by a force terrifying even to the old black-
scaled dragon, the party must prepare themselves for a journey to the most dangerous 
of all the world’s waters: The Kraken’s Cove. 
 Both of the engagements with the Kraken (space worm) can be taken as written, 
with only the addition of a little water. You may want to throw in some old-school boss 
fight features, though: describing the Kraken’s flash when damaged and the like can go 
a long way. At the end of the battle when the screen goes black, tell the warriors that 
they have done well but the battle is just beginning. Then watch out for our next Car-
tomancy adventure! 
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